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Finding a Partner in a Crowd: Minireview
Neuronal Diversity
and Synaptogenesis
amacrine cells (using a new method they developed,
termed ªphotofillingº), MacNeil and Masland were able
to describe at least 26 different types of this neuron,
including the four major types previously described (Fig-
ure 1). They found that most of the cell types ªtiledº the
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retina very efficiently; namely, the amacrine cells of a
given class populated the retina at a density such thatOver 125 years ago, Camillo Golgi published a technique
their dendritic arbors filled the retina with little overlapfor silver-staining neurons that retains his name and is
between adjacent arbors. This indicates that the authorsstill used to this day. Because only relatively few, widely
very likely did not ªinventº cell types and that the de-separated neurons in a sample of cell-dense neural tis-
scription they present is likely to be a very good estimatesue react, the Golgi technique was important in enabling
of the actual diversity present.biologists to discover an incredible morphological diver-
Tiling of a brain region by a given neuronal type makessity of neurons. Many types of neurons were described
sense teleologically: One assumes that each particularusing the technique, including the sole output neurons
type of neuron contributes to information processing inof the cerebellar cortex, Purkinje cells. Santiago RamoÂ n
a distinct way, and therefore all other neuronal typesy Cajal, studying the neuronal input to these Purkinje
should have similar access to at least one member ofcells at the turn of the century, discovered that early in
each distinct class. Tiling would accomplish this by fill-development, these neurons were innervated primarily
ing a brain region with minimal redundancy. Stevenson their cell bodies by hindbrain-derived axons. He
(1998) has argued that, assuming tiling by individualfound that later in development, these axons break these
neuronal types is a general organizational principle, ansynaptic connections and ªclimbº the dendritic tree to
upper limit on the possible number of neuronal typesform new connections elsewhere on the same Purkinje
within a brain region such as the neocortex can be calcu-cell. From this reconfiguration of connectivity, RamoÂ n y
lated. Given the density of neurons in the cortex (105Cajal concluded that synapses in the nervous system
neurons/mm2), the average dendritic spread of eachwere not made at random; instead, synaptic connec-
neuron (0.05 mm2), and a generous estimate of 10-foldtions must be specified if they could be unmade and
redundancy in the neocortex relative to the streamlinedremade in so regulated a fashion (RamoÂ n y Cajal, 1995).
retina (i.e., ten times as many neurons of a given typeTwo questions arise from RamoÂ n y Cajal's observation
than is necessary for 13 coverage), the total number ofthat synaptic connections are specified. First, how many
individual neuronal types in the neocortex is calculateddifferent types of neurons need to be specifically con-
to be around 500.nected? Second, what is the molecular basis of this
A recent study has indeed indicated that the degreesynaptic specificity? Recent work, described below,
of cortical neuronal diversity could be that high. Parra,suggests that the number of neuronal types is very large
GulyaÂ s, and Miles (1998) attempted to quantitate theand could be as high as several hundred in the cerebral
number of different inhibitory interneurons present incortex alone. Fortunately, as discussed below, the dis-
covery that members of the cadherin family of cell-adhe-
sion proteins are present at synapses has given us in-
sight into a possible molecular basis for synaptic
specificity among so many cell types. In particular, the
protocadherin members of this family have been found
to have a scope of potential variation and an immuno-
globulin-like arrangement of their genes that makes
them excellent candidate molecules for ensuring that
neuronal diversity is utilized in specific, selective synap-
tic connections.
Quantifying Neuronal Diversity
in the Vertebrate CNS
How many different neuronal types exist? In an attempt
to quantitate the diversity in a single class of neurons,
MacNeil and Masland (1998) undertook to describe the
amacrine cell population of the mammalian retina. Ama-
crine cells are vital to the processing of visual informa-
tion by the retina, as these cells directly influence retinal
ganglion cells, which are the output cells of retina. Be-
Figure 1. Amacrine Cell Types in the Retinacause the retina is a highly ordered laminar structure,
Nineteen morphological amacrine types (of 26) reproducibly deline-the shape and extent of an amacrine cell's dendritic
ated by MacNeil and Masland. Cell bodies are indicated by ovals,
arbor determine its connections with other neurons, thus with dendrites extending below. Dendrites not only extend to differ-
determining the manner in which it can influence gan- ent levels in the retina for different cell types (horizontal lines), but
glion cell responses. By selecting and detailing the den- arborization patterns differ as well. Adapted from MacNeil and Mas-
land (1998).dritic shape and stratification of 261 randomly chosen
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the CA1 area of the hippocampal cortex. Inhibitory in- Sperry, 1963). Although both odorant and pheromone
receptors and neurexins have the necessary molecularterneurons comprise only 10%±20% of the total number
of neurons in the cerebral cortex, but they had been diversity, cadherin family proteins are possibly the best
candidates to provide labels for neurons during synap-previously shown to be very diverse. Parra et al. first
classified these neurons on the basis of somatic loca- togenesis.
The recent findings that cadherins are localized attion, dendritic orientation, and the precise innervation
zones on target neurons chosen by their axons. Then, synapses have provided an attractive model consistent
with the chemoaffinity hypothesis (reviewed in Serafini,action potential firing patterns and sensitivity to modula-
tory neurotransmitters were measured in an attempt to 1997). Cadherins were discovered as the proteins on
vertebrate cell surfaces that mediate Ca21-dependentprovide additional criteria for classification. Most of
these criteria are very germane to the issue of neuronal cell±cell adhesion and are the main adhesive protein
associated with the actin-based zonula adherens junc-diversity, since such differences should be important in
how a given neuron functions within brain circuitry. The tions in epithelial cells (reviewed in Yap et al., 1997).
While the finding that cadherins are at synapses sug-authors were careful to focus on large or categorical
differences among neurons as the basis of their classifi- gests that these structures are specialized versions of
adhesive junctions found elsewhere, the characteristicscation. The analysis they performed had a striking out-
come: Every neuron they looked at was different. They of cadherins also make these molecules especially com-
pelling as mediators of synaptic specificity: They displayfound sixteen different morphological types, three differ-
ent firing modes, and 25 different combinations of neu- (mostly) homophilic binding preferences, many different
cadherins exist (roughly 15 ªclassicº cadherins), androtransmitter receptors, and every cell was unique
across these criteria. Either the number of neuronal different cadherins have been found to segregate into
different synapses on the same neuron. In fact, recenttypes is very high (at least 52 different types estimated
from all of their data), or the authors conclude, every work has shown that the same cadherins are expressed
by neurons comprising multiple-neuron circuits (for ex-neuron is unique with respect to seemingly important
functional differences. ample, see Suzuki et al., 1997). This said, however, no
direct evidence has yet been published detailing a roleA key question raised by both of these studies is, of
course, what exactly constitutes a neuronal ªtypeº? for cadherins in synapse formation. The only evidence
that cadherins play any role at synapses comes fromMost would probably agree that a unique function or
role within a circuit is a basis for discrimination. Because studies in which interfering with cadherin function in
vitro led to the elimination of long-term potentiationmany differences in the role of a neuron (due, one would
expect, to differences in morphology, axon targeting, (LTP), a form of synaptic plasticity, in hippocampal slice
cultures (Tang et al., 1998).or physiology) are likely to be the result of, or heavily
influenced by, past or current variation in gene expres- Cadherins are single-pass transmembrane proteins
roughly 750 aa in length that are comprised of five similarsion, one way to answer this question initially would be
to use gene expression analysis to delineate different extracellular (EC) domains (110 aa each), a transmem-
brane domain, and a conserved cytoplasmic domainclasses of neurons. The success of such an approach
is amply illustrated in the work of Jessell and colleagues, that interacts with the catenins, proteins that mediate
the association of cadherins with the actin cytoskeleton,who have been able to match differences in transcription
factor gene expression (LIM and ETS families) to func- and which are required for mediating cadherin-based
cell±cell adhesion. The specificity-determining regiontional distinctions in the wiring of spinal motoneurons
and their sensory afferents (Tsuchida et al., 1994; Lin has been localized to the most N-terminal EC (EC1)
domain for at least two different cadherins. Cadherinset al., 1998). Attempts to analyze neuronal diversity by
examining gene expression at a genome-wide scale are are thought to exist as homodimers and perhaps mono-
mers, with these different forms postulated to be re-in their infancy, but they are likely eventually to provide
a basis for the systematic investigation of neuronal cell sponsible both for the observation that cadherins can
support axon extension and for their hypothesized roletype.
Molecular Diversity of Cadherin Family Members in synaptic adhesion (Tamura et al., 1998). They are also
the founding members of a family of related proteins,at the Synapse
That so much diversity exists begs the question of how which include such members as desmosomal cadher-
ins, the product of the fat gene of Drosophila, and proto-different neuronal types recognize one another and link
up. Different neuronal types need not synapse in differ- cadherins. Different family members can be distin-
guished from one another by a variable number of ECent ways in order to remain useful to the nervous system
(by different ways, one could mean, for example, differ- repeats, landmarks within these repeats, and by distinct
cytoplasmic portions.ent partners, different subcellular locations, different syn-
aptic sizes, or different possibilities for activity-depen- While the first protocadherins had been identified
some time ago (Sano et al., 1993), recent work has notdent modulation). However, sufficient heterogeneity in
synaptogenesis has been found to suggest some differ- only greatly enlarged this family but also placed some
protocadherins at synapses along with cadherins. Aences among different cell types. Although one can eas-
ily envision mechanisms leading to postsynaptic partner novel family of genes in the mouse, the cadherin-related
neuronal receptors or CNRs (23% identity in the extra-or even subcellular specification that rely upon such
phenomena as axon guidance or the relative timing of cellular domain, on average, with the ªclassicº cadher-
ins), was found to encode protocadherins that residedneurogenesis, the possible existence of molecular la-
bels that lead to recognition and synaptogenesis be- at synapses (Kohmura et al., 1998). These proteins pos-
sess six EC domains and a cytoplasmic C terminustween pre- and postsynaptic neurons has been an intrigu-
ing hypothesis for decades (the chemoaffinity hypothesis; distinct from that of the classic cadherins and were
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found through a two-hybrid screen for proteins that in- where somatic rearrangement and allelic exclusion lead
teract with the nonreceptor tyrosine kinase Fyn. to a single type of immunoglobulin or T cell receptor
Remarkably, the 39 portions of the CNR cDNAs are being expressed in an individual cell, multiple versions
identical at the nucleotide level, which suggested to of CNRs are expressed by individual neurons. This ob-
Kohmura, et al., that a diversity of 59 exons commonly servation suggests that DNA rearrangement, if it exists,
combined with a smaller number of 39 exons in the ge- might not necessarily lead to single protocadherin ex-
nome to generate CNR mRNAs. Suzuki and colleagues pression in a particular neuron, although it still might
also noticed this as well in the sequences of other proto- limit possibilites.
cadherins (Obata et al., 1998). However, work reported Of course, we know even less about the roles of the
in Cell by Wu and Maniatis is notable for uncovering the protocadherins at synapses than we do about cadherins
scope of variation and for presenting a unified view of (although an analysis of protocadherin function during
the different protocadherins in humans as the products embryogenesis has indicated a role distinct from that of
of three highly variable, similarly organized genes cadherins; Bradley et al., 1998). Some obvious questions
(Pcdha [human CNRs], Pcdhb, Pcdhg) (Wu and Maniatis, include: Are they expressed at the right time to play a
1999). A rush of adrenaline is sure to accompany the role in synapse formation? Are multiple types expressed
viewing of several figures from their paper, in which the by individual neurons in a manner that correlates with
relationships among the three different human proto- those of synaptic partners? Are they necessary for syn-
cadherin genes and their protein products are displayed. apse formation? Are they necessary for directing synap-
The numbers: three genes, each with nearly twenty 59 tic specificity? Are these genes only capable of fostering
exons (52 total), each combined uniquely with constant adhesive interactions, or might they also be capable of
region exons to create a final mRNA. Such an organiza- mediating repulsive as well as attractive interactions?
tion is immediately reminiscent of that of the highly vari- As a case in point, Eph tyrosine kinase receptors and
able immunoglobulin and T cell receptor genes involved
their ligands, the ephrins, are normally thought to medi-
in immune system function.
ate repulsive interactions during axon guidance, butAs has been observed for cadherins, a homophilic
they have recently been found clustered at synapsesbinding preference has been observed for at least one
(Torres et al., 1998).protocadherin (Obata et al., 1995). However, nearly iden-
With over a third of the genome expressed in the brain,tical EC1 domain sequences among some protocadher-
perhaps a large number of different neuronal typesins suggest that these proteins might be capable of
shouldn't be too surprising. Yet, such cellular diversityheterophilic, and perhaps graded, interactions. Regard-
could very well be matched by a molecular diversity atless of whether or not heterophilic binding exists, if mul-
the cell surface involved in specifying connections. Thetiple exons are selectively utilized in an individual neuron
party may be large, and the house may be crowded, butfrom among such a large number of possibilities, the
everyone just might be wearing a name tag.protocadherins might, especially in combination with
the classic cadherins, provide sufficient variation in
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